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The temperature dependence of the exchange field and coercivity and the effect of deposition order
have been studied in a series of bilayer~NiFe/CoO and CoO/NiFe! and trilayer~NiFe/CoO/NiFe!
films. A profound difference in the exchange field temperature behavior was observed in samples
with NiFe deposited on top of CoO compared to samples with CoO deposited on top of NiFe. When
CoO is on top of NiFe, the exchange field follows a linear temperature dependence, while for
samples with NiFe on top of CoO, the exchange field has a plateau followed by a rapid decrease.
These distinct temperature dependences are reproduced in the NiFe/CoO/NiFe trilayer which
contains both geometries. Transmission electron microscopy has been employed to study the
interface between the NiFe and CoO layers. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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Exchange coupling between an antiferromagnetic~AF!
layer and a ferromagnetic~FM! layer results in a shifted
hysteresis loop from zero field, characterized by an excha
field (HE) accompanied by an increase in the coerciv
(HC). This effect, known as the FM/AF exchange anis
ropy, was first discovered in slightly oxidized Co particl
that were field cooled to low temperature.1 The phenomena
has subsequently been observed in a number of diffe
FM/AF systems, such as NiFe/FeMn,2,3 NiFe/NiO,4 and
NiFe/NiCoO,5 as well as Fe3O4/NiO.

6 It is commonly be-
lieved that the FM/AF exchange anisotropy is an interfac
effect,2 although some recent work has questioned
validity.7 During field cooling through the AF Neel temper
ture (TN), magnetic spins near the FM/AF interface a
aligned in such a way as to create an unidirectional ani
ropy resulting in an effective exchange field acting on
FM layer. This anisotropy breaks the conventional time
versal symmetry commonly found in ferromagnets and
veals itself through a shifted hysteresis loop.

The strength of the exchange coupling has been w
studied as a function of the FM layer thickness,2 magnitude
of the field during cooling,8 processing conditions,9 as well
as its temperature dependence.3 To date, most theoretica
models on AF exchange anisotropy can account for som
the experimental observations, such as the magnitude oHE

and its dependence upon the FM layer thickness.10,11 But
they also predict other features, such as an upper cri
thickness of the AF layer,12 which is not observed experi
mentally. At relatively high temperatures, the value ofHE

appears to have a quasi-linear temperature depende3

which some models have attempted to address.13 However,
as shown in this article, when measurements have been
tended to sufficiently low temperature, the temperature
pendence ofHE is not linear. Most interestingly, distinc
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tively different temperature dependences exist for samp
with layers grown indifferent order. Specifically, samples
grown with the FM layer on top of the AF layers are pr
foundly different from samples with the AF layer grown o
top of the FM layer. They exhibit different values ofHE and
different temperature dependences. The cause for this d
sition order anomaly remains elusive. In this work, we u
both bilayer and trilayer samples to study the nature of
anomaly.

For this work, three samples were grown by magnet
sputtering onto Si~100! substrates to study this depositio
order anomaly. The geometry of the samples is shown in
1. CoO was selected as the AF layer while NiFe~Ni81Fe19!
was used as the FM layer. CoO has a Neel temperature (TN)
of 292 K, and was deposited by rf sputtering. NiFe is a s
ferromagnet which was deposited by dc sputtering in a m
netic field of 200 Oe to induce an easy axis of magnetizati
The samples were field cooled to 80 K in a 10 kOe field a
hysteresis loops were measured as a function of tempera
using a vibrating sample magnetometer~VSM!.

To illustrate the deposition order anomaly, we begin
describing the difference in two bilayers@Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#
which differonly in the order of layer deposition. The bilaye
with NiFe on top of CoO is denoted as sample 1 and
bilayer with CoO on top of NiFe is denoted as sample 2.
shown in Fig. 2, the temperature dependence ofHE for these
samples is very different. For sample 2@Fig. 2~b!, CoO on
top#, HE follows a linear temperature dependence, while
sample 1@Fig. 2~a!, NiFe on top#, HE has a plateau of con
stant values at low temperatures followed by a rapid decre
to zero. It is also clear that the value ofHE , at 80 K, for
example, is very different for the two cases; the value ofHE

for sample 1 is almost twice as large as that of sample
Finally, one notes thatHE reduces to zero at the same tem
5007/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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perature for both samples. This indicates that the AF lay
in the two samples are similar, but the layering order clea
changes both the exchange coupling strength and its
perature behavior.

In the trilayer sample@Fig. 1~c!#, there are two inter-
faces. The top and bottom interfaces correspond, res
tively, to the two bilayer samples@Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. The
thickness of the top FM layer was purposely chosen to

FIG. 1. Bilayer and trilayer structures used in this study. Note sample 1
sample 2 differ only by the layer order.

FIG. 2. ~a! Temperature dependence of the exchange field for sample 1
NiFe on top of CoO,~b! temperature dependence of the exchange field
sample 2 with CoO on top of NiFe.
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twice as thick as the bottom FM layer. This facilitates t
unequivocal determination ofHE for the two FM layers as
shown previously.14 Indeed, distinctively different tempera
ture dependences, similar to those for the two bilayers sho
in Fig. 2, have been obtained. These comparisons cle
demonstrate the deposition order anomaly.

It has been suggested that the roughness of the FM
interface may play an important role in determining t
strength of the exchange coupling.10,11 The different tem-
perature dependences ofHE at the two interfaces might be
due to roughness of different degree. To investigate this p
sibility, cross sectional transmission electron microsco
~TEM! has been used to probe the interfaces. In Fig. 3
cross sectional view of the trilayer is shown. From the TE
micrograph, sharp interfaces can be observed between
the top and bottom interfaces of the CoO layer. The rou
ness of the interface is less than 1 nm, the same for b
interfaces. At higher resolution, lattice images revealed
apparent difference in the top and bottom interfaces. Th
despite the distinct temperature dependences ofHE , there is
no clear structural difference between the two interfaces
has been shown that the use of an intermediate FM la
doped with a nonmagnetic material between the FM/AF
terface can alter the magnitude but not the temperature
pendence ofHE .

15

Finally, we mention the theoretical attempts to accou
for the apparent linear temperature dependence inHE at high
temperatures. The random field model argues that the m
nitude ofHE is proportional to the interfacial domain wa
energy at the FM/AF interface, orHE;(AK)1/2, whereK is
the anisotropy constant of the AF layer andA is the AF
exchange stiffness parameter.11 If the AF layer is assumed to
have cubic anisotropy,HE has a linear temperature depe
dence of (12T/TN).

13 By the same token,HE has a
(12T/TN)

1/2 dependence for uniaxial anisotropy.13 How-
ever, regardless of either cubic or uniaxial anisotropy,
temperature dependence does not indicate a saturation i
values ofHE at lower temperatures, contrary to observatio
It should also be mentioned that the plateau inHE is not an
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FIG. 3. Cross sectional TEM micrograph of a trilayer sample of 20
NiFe/40 nm CoO/10 nm NiFe.
Ambrose et al.
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isolated feature, and has also been observed in other FM
systems, most notably the NiFe/FeMn@see Fig. 4~a! in Ref.
3# and the NiFe/NiMn16 systems.

In conclusion, we have observed distinct differences
the magnitude and the temperature behavior ofHE for bi-
layer samples which differ only in the layer order. The e
change field follows either a linear temperature depende
when the AF layer is grown on top of the FM layer or sa
rates to a fixed value at lower temperatures when the
layer is grown on top of the AF layer. By using a trilay
sample, we have observed no apparent structural differe
at these interfaces using TEM. More experimental work
needed to clarify this anomaly, which has been observe
different AF/FM coupled systems involving both metall
and insulating AF layers.

This work is supported by ONR Grant No. N00014-9
J-1633.
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